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Abstract—Functional ultrasound (fUS) using a 1D-array transducer normally is insufficient to capture volumetric functional activity due to being restricted to imaging a single brain slice at a time. Typically, for volumetric fUS, functional recordings are repeated many times as the transducer is moved to a new location after each recording, resulting in a non-unique average mapping of the brain response and long scan times. Our objective was to perform volumetric 3D fUS in an efficient and cost-effective manner. This was achieved by mounting a 1D-array transducer to a high precision motorized linear stage and continuously translating over the mouse brain in a sweeping manner. We show how the speed at which the 1D-array is translated over the brain effects the sampling of the hemodynamic response during visual stimulation as well as the quality of the resulting Power Doppler Image (PDI). Functional activation maps were compared between stationary recordings, where only one functional slice is obtained for every recording, and our swept-3D method, where volumetric fUS was achieved in a single functional recording. The results show that the activation maps obtained with our method closely resemble those obtained during a stationary recording for that same location, while our method is not restricted to functional imaging of a single slice. Lastly, a mouse brain sub-volume of ∼6 mm is scanned at a volume rate of 1.5 seconds per volume, with a functional PDI reconstructed every 200 µm, highlighting swept-3D’s potential for volumetric fUS. Our method provides an affordable alternative to volumetric fUS using 2D-matrix transducers, with a high SNR due to using a fully sampled 1D-array transducer, and without the need to repeat functional measurements for every 2D slice, as is most often the case when using a 1D-array. This places our swept-3D method as a potentially valuable addition to conventional 2D fUS, especially when investigating whole-brain functional connectivity, or when shorter recording durations are desired.

Index Terms—Ultrafast Doppler, Motorized Linear Stage, Whole-brain Doppler Imaging, Functional Ultrasound, 3D Mouse Brain.

I. INTRODUCTION

Functional ultrasound (fUS) may present itself as a valuable technique to be used in the field of neuroscience, that is among other things, due to its high spatial and temporal resolutions when compared to methods such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). fUS makes use of high frame-rate power Doppler images (PDIs) to measure blood hemodynamics, which can be interpreted as proxy for neuronal activity due to the mechanism of neurovascular coupling [1].

Typically fUS of the mouse brain relies on a 1D-array ultrasound transducer to gather data from a single 2D slice over time, while a stimulation paradigm is presented to the subject. The obtained Doppler signal for every image pixel is then correlated with the input stimulus (often convolved with a hemodynamic response function) to create functional activation maps. This 2D imaging method is insufficient to accurately measure a 3D brain volume as information from functional regions outside the field-of-view of the 2D slice are not included. Therefore, a unique time-bound brain response or activity manifested through the hemodynamic response that involves multiple distinct functional regions can by definition not be captured accurately in its four dimensions (3 space + 1 time). This lack of access to multiple functional regions can sometimes be remedied by placing the 1D-array transducer in an orientation such that multiple regions of interest are present in the current field of view, such as was shown by Grohs-Metz et al. while functionally imaging the prefrontal cortex and amygdala using functional ultrasound [2] by using...
a navigational system with atlas registration [3], but is still restricted to a single slice per recording. In conclusion, the functional brain needs to be sampled in 3D.

To achieve 3D functional maps using a 1D-array, experiments are often repeated for every 2D slice using a motorized stage [4]–[6]. This method of 3D fUS inherently requires long recording times, which requires repeatability of the subjects response to the applied stimulus, and does not take into account the ability of the subject to become habituated, conditioned, and/or fatigued during repeated recordings. Bertolo et al. [7] showed that by taking very short, stationary recordings and quickly moving the 1D-array ultrasound transducer to the next location, it was possible to perform volumetric 3D fUS without needing repeated functional experiments, however due to the start-and-stop line-by-line scanning they were restricted to either few scanned locations, or a lower volume sample rate.

Another method for 3D sampling of the brain is using 2D-matrix arrays, which have been successfully applied for 3D fUS. These matrix transducers are able to insonify a large volume without moving [8], [9]. While the limited field-of-view problem can be easily solved using these matrix transducers, they suffer from low sensitivity and are expensive in both computational complexity as well as monetary cost. Alternative volumetric sampling techniques such as offered by row-column arrays have also been successfully implemented for fUS [10].

In this paper we set out to achieve 3D fUS imaging of the brain in a cost effective manner by continuously translating a 1D-array transducer back and forth over the brain. Part I of this paper is focused on obtaining the best vascular images in a time-efficient manner. We show that there is a trade-off between PDI quality and translation speed, where higher translation speeds caused less spatial coherence between successive frames, decreasing the ability to properly filter out the tissue signal and also resulting in lower SNR PDIs due to less desirable averaging effects.

The objective of this paper is different from the previous in that it tries to accurately sample a functional hemodynamic response to a given stimulus while continuously translating over the brain. Nunez-Elizalde et al. [11] showed by performing simultaneous electrode spike recordings and fUS recordings in awake mice, that the fUS blood flow signal has direct relationship to the slow fluctuations (<0.3 Hz) in local firing rate through a hemodynamic response function (HRF), which is said to be in the order of multiple seconds. Therefore, for 3D imaging with a swept 1D-array transducer, from now on referred to as Swept-3D in this paper, we need to sample every region of the brain at a high enough sampling rate to reliably be able to measure the fluctuations in blood flow signal as well as be able to robustly remove the tissue components of the ultrasound signal. In this paper, we will focus on achieving the highest functional sensitivity while scanning the brain in swept-3D.

II. Swept-3D Ultrasound Acquisition

Swept-3D functional ultrasound poses a couple of problems that are unique when compared to performing structural scans of blood vasculature as was shown in Part I of this paper. Firstly, for structural scans of the brain it is only necessary to move the ultrasound transducer from the beginning of the craniotomy to the end of the craniotomy one time, referred to as a sweep. For functional imaging, as we are interested in the fluctuations of the blood signal in a brain region over time, it is necessary to be able to accurately combine Doppler frames over many sweeps. Secondly, while moving back and forth over the brain, the temporal sampling at each location is different depending on the location of the acquisition in the sweep. Thirdly, most often fUS is ideally performed on awake subjects as anesthesia has been shown to effect neurovascular coupling [12], and it allows for testing of a larger variety of functional paradigms. Each of these will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

A. Spatial Sampling

In conventional 2D fUS, where the 1D-array is kept at the same location during a functional recording, a PD signal is continuously acquired for every imaging pixel in the 2D slice throughout the whole recording. As we are continuously translating back-and-forth over the brain with our method, we only obtain a PD signal for a particular 2D slice every time the transducer passes that location, which results in non-uniform sampling for every location. With fUS, we are interested in accurately sampling the transient brain hemodynamics during a functional recording, therefore it is important to investigate how our method effects the sampled functional response.

An illustration of the unique sampling dilemma for swept-3D fUS is shown in Figure 1 for two example translation speeds. Here, the 1D-array transducer is continuously moving over the brain from the most rostral boundary of the craniotomy at Bregma +2 mm to the most caudal boundary at Bregma -4 mm while a visual stimulation paradigm is presented to the subject. We opted for a sinusoidal trajectory to keep the movement smooth and prevent undesirable effects such as over-or undershooting the set location limits, which allowed us to reliably increase the translation speed and therefore temporal sampling of every location. For every sweep of the 1D-array transducer, a 3D power Doppler volume can be constructed. The period of the sinusoid determines how many volumes can be recorded per second, which is especially important for fUS as enough volumes have to be recorded to accurately sample the hemodynamic changes during every stimulation on/off-period. Figure 1 A shows a mouse brain with primary visual area - ViSp, and primary motor area - MoP highlighted in green and purple, respectively, created using data from the Scalable Brain Atlas [13], [14]. These specific regions are shown to highlight the difference in sampling each location when continuously translating over the brain. Figure 1 B shows two example translation speeds over the mouse brain, for one second per sweep (blue dotted line), and two seconds per sweep (orange dotted line) while a three second visual stimulation is presented to the subject (red background). The limits of the sweep are set just past the boundaries of the craniotomy (black dotted lines) to ensure that regions close to the boundaries are sampled. For Figure 1
C, an example hemodynamic response was simulated by using a gamma-distribution function as shown by Aydin et al. [15], [16], and convolving it with the example three second visual stimulation paradigm. Here we can see, for a translation speed of 2 seconds per sweep from Figure 1 B, how the locations highlighted by the dotted light blue lines in the VISp and MOp are sampled. Here we can see that it is possible that only 1 sample is obtained during the stimulation on period, which may not allow for sufficient functional sensitivity. For swept-3D acquisitions, as we move closer towards the center of the sweep the temporal sampling becomes more uniform, meaning at the center of the sweep for a trajectory of one second per sweep it is sampled at 1 Hz while at the worst-case boundary of the trajectory one sample is obtained every ~ 2 seconds. This relationship is shown in Figure 1 D-E, where Figure 1 D shows the minimum and maximum time between samples for 1 and 2 seconds per sweep, and Figure 1 E shows the worst (at the trajectory limits) and best (at the center of the trajectory) times between samples for varying sweep times.

Additionally, locations along a sweep will naturally be sampled at different phases of the stimulation paradigm. For the 2 seconds per sweep case, while the most caudal part of VISp samples the blood signal at the onset of the visual stimulation, the most rostral part of VISp samples the blood signal almost a second later. This means that if the response to the onset of a stimulus is short or fluctuates over time, later samples of VISp might be recording a different response compared to earlier ones. For functional analysis we have to have a sufficient sweep speed be able to accurately sample the ratio between the blood signal for the ON and OFF periods of the presented paradigm. This problem is not unique to our swept-3D fUS method, as fMRI also uses quick switching of imaging planes during functional recordings to create full 3D functional sensitivity maps. In fMRI the switching of imaging planes occurs by a change in magnetic field; therefore, the temporal resolution is directly related to the number of slices imaged [17], this means a functional volume is typically only acquired once every few seconds [18]. Similar to fMRI,
our volume rate depends on the sub-volume selected for imaging (e.g., size of the craniotomy), and therefore needs to be considered to maintain a high enough temporal sampling frequency for functional analysis.

B. Repeatability of Doppler Frames

For conventional stationary fUS recordings, ultrasound data from a number of angled plane-wave transmissions is recorded, beamformed, and compounded into a single beamformed frame. The time between angled plane-wave transmissions, referred to as the pulse repetition frequency (PRF), is commonly set to a fixed value that is significantly lower than the theoretical maximum set by the time taken for the wave to propagate from the array to the end of the brain (most ventral) and back [19]. If a fixed PRF would be used during swept-3D acquisitions, the location of each obtained ultrasound frame within a sweep would be based on the speed of the the motorized stage, meaning the sampling would be non-uniform in space, and thus making it difficult to combine frames from multiple sweeps. Therefore, it was decided to link the ultrasound frame rate to the location of the motorized stage, triggering a series of angled plane-wave transmissions every time the stage had moved a specified distance as shown in Figure 2, after which the ultrasound system waits for a next trigger signal (referred to as the Doppler frame rate, not to be confused with the PDI frame rate, where an ensemble of Doppler frames are averaged to create a PDI). With this method, the exact location of every frame is known, and can be used to combine frames acquired at the same location during multiple sweeps.

To ensure the beamformed frame was acquired as close to the position trigger as possible, the number of angled plane-wave transmissions $N_a$ should ideally be kept as low as feasible, as due to the continuously moving nature of the swept recordings, increasing the number of angled transmissions decreases the spatial coherence of successive frames. The number of angles was set to $N_a = 8$ between $\pm 9^\circ$, chosen based on the diminishing return in contrast for higher $N_a$ in ultra-fast ultrasound imaging shown by Bercoff et al. [20]. Another metric that influences the coherence of successive frames is the PRF, which is ideally taken as high as possible. During testing with a waveform generator, the system was able to reliably perform using a PRF of 32 kHz without heating up the transducer elements significantly, and without causing issues with real-time data transfers and processing. The PRF was therefore set to 32 kHz between the angled plane-wave transmissions, resulting in a maximum frame rate of 32 kHz / 8 angles = 4 kHz.

Due to the varying speed of the motorized stage during the sinusoidal trajectory, and the fact that the trigger distance is set to be constant over a sweep, the maximum Doppler frame rate of 4 kHz can only be obtained when the stage is moving at it’s maximum speed. Some example trajectories for various sine periods are shown in Table I. First the maximum speed is calculated for an example craniotomy of 6 mm by $v_{max} = 2\pi[Amplitude]/Period$. The minimum trigger distance is then found for a maximum Doppler frame rate of 4 kHz, this value can be programmed into the motorized stage, to trigger an acquisition every time this distance is passed. If the trigger distance would be chosen to be smaller than this value, the ultrasound acquisition system would not perform reliably causing some triggers to be missed by the acquisition system. This minimum trigger distance then results in a maximum number of frames able to be obtained for each sweep or 3D volume.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sine Period [s]</th>
<th>Maximum Sine Amplitude [m/s]</th>
<th>Min Trigger Distance [μm]</th>
<th>Max Frames per Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>3819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>3055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.28</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>2291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>1527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18.85</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>763</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows that using a relatively high sine period, for example 5 seconds (which implies a full volume is created every 2.5 seconds) a maximum of 3819 frames can be acquired over the 6 mm. For a period of 2 seconds, which equates to 1 volume per second, only 1527 frames can be acquired over the same distance, meaning this trade-off needs to be seriously considered depending on the duration of the functional stimulus.

C. System Hardware

To achieve 3D fUS of the mouse brain in a swept manner, a 128-element high frequency linear array transducer (L22-14v) was attached to a high precision motorized linear stage (Zaber X-LDA025A) using a custom 3d printed, light-weight encasing, and coupled to a Verasonics acquisition system (Vantage 256 High Frequency), as shown in more detail in...
Part I of this paper. While it is not inherently necessary to remove the default housing of the transducer to perform swept-3D fUS, we felt that the reliability of the overall system when sweeping at high speeds was improved by doing so.

The stimulation paradigms for fUS were controlled using an Arduino MKR Zero board due to its built in Real-time clock (RTC). Other micro-controller boards without a RTC, such as the Arduino UNO and Adafruit M4 Grand Central experienced a significant clock drift during functional recordings, causing the functional paradigm and ultrasound recording to run out of sync. At the start of a functional recording, the data acquisition PC sends a message to the micro-controller containing the ON and OFF times of the functional paradigm through a USB-serial connection, after which the micro-controller would run through the functional paradigm as requested in parallel to the ultrasound acquisition.

For a visual stimulation paradigm, a photo of the ultrasound setup can be seen in Figure 3. The visual stimulation RGB LEDs (WorldSemi WS2812B Rev A) were connected to the pulse width modulation (PWM) ports of the Arduino through a ~ 1m cable. A round cylinder was placed over the LEDs to funnel the light in a more focused direction as during recordings it was found that the light reflections caused significant functional response in the PDI signal. The RGB LED was programmed to always emit a white light during the stimulation ON periods, while the LED intensity and flickering frequencies were varied during experimentation.

**D. In-Vivo Functional Ultrasound**

All experiments were performed on adult mice (12-14 weeks of age) with a C57BL6/J background. The mice were group-housed in a vivarium with controlled temperature and humidity, and a 12/12h light/dark cycle with access to food and water ad libitum. After surgery, the mice were single-housed. Ethical approval was granted prior to the start of the experiments from the national authority (Centrale Commissie Dierproeven, The Hague, The Netherlands; license no. AVD1010020197846) as required by Dutch law, and all experiments were performed according to institutional, national, and European Union guidelines and legislation.

Surgery: To ensure head-fixation during experiments, mice underwent a pedestal surgery. The mice were anesthetized using an isoflurane/oxygen mixture. The induction of anesthesia involved using 5% isoflurane, followed by a maintenance level of 1.5-2%. A constant body temperature of 37°C was maintained throughout the surgery. To protect the eyes from drying out an eye lubricant (Duratears) was applied. After fixation of the animal in a stereotaxic device (Stoelting), a sagittal scalp incision was made (2.3 cm). The then exposed periosteum was carefully removed, and the pedestal (Figure 4 B) was placed on the skull using Optibond primer and adhesive (Kerr, Bioggio, Switzerland) as well as Charisma (Heraeus Kulzer, Armonk, NY, USA) for securing the pedestal. Next, a craniotomy (Bregma +2 mm to Bregma -4 mm in length, and 7 mm width) was made, within the full size of the applied pedestal. The cranial window was then covered with a transparent TPX film (CS Hyde Company, IL, USA). The surgical procedure typically took 60-90 minutes. After surgery, mice were given 3-5 days to recover.

In Part I of this paper, swept-3D recordings were obtained on anesthetized mice, as the goal was to obtain the best vascular images. Anesthetized recordings have some advantages over recordings where the rodent is awake and freely moving such as: 1) The possibility for a larger craniotomy allowing for imaging of the lateral sections of the brain, which are often covered by the edges of the craniotomy 2) During an anesthetized recording the brain can be exposed allowing for better acoustic coupling and therefore better SNR, when compared to awake rodent recordings which require an acoustically attenuating window to be placed over the craniotomy to protect the brain. 3) Recordings on anesthetized rodents have significantly reduced motion artefacts due to the restriction of the rodents movement. Motion artefacts during awake recordings are significantly reduced by using a well fixedated pedestal, shown in Figure 3 B, and stable fixation bars shown in our setup in Figure 3 A.

The importance of awake recordings for functional imaging has been shown in multiple studies [21], [22] due to the effect of anesthetics on hemodynamics. Pisuaro et al. found that hemodynamic responses were significantly larger and faster in awake recordings when compared to those where anesthesia was used [12]. Awake and freely moving rodent recordings also allow for testing of additional functional paradigms that are not possible under anesthesia, such as behaviour studies.

**E. Filtering & Reconstruction**

For each swept-3D sweep, a stack of beamformed frames of dimension \((n_z, n_x, n_y)\) were obtained, where \(n_z\) and \(n_x\) are the spatial samples along the \(z\) and \(x\) direction respectively,
Fig. 4. Swept 3D functional ultrasound using varying translation speeds. For volume rates of 2.5, 1.5, and 1 second per volume in (A)-(C) respectively, two PDIs are reconstructed at functional regions with the Pearson correlation coefficient is overlaid in red. On the right, the temporal component of the functionally significant pixels is shown with the applied stimulation signal. Due to the slower translation speeds in (A), a better quality PDI can be reconstructed, but the time-course shows fewer samples when compared to the faster translation speeds of (B)-(C), due to the lower amount of sweeps completed in the same amount of time.
and \( n_y \) is the total number of beamformed frames in a sweep. Due to a swept-3D sweep containing frames obtained at unique locations, with a fixed distance between them, we have ample freedom in how to combine beamformed frames as well as the spatial interval at which we create frames. For instance, if we want to create a PDI every 100 \( \mu \)m we can simply create an ensemble of frames around that location of dimensions \((n_x, n_y, n_z)\) and filter out the stationary tissue components using conventional methods such as a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [23]–[25]. The threshold for the number of SVD components to remove was chosen manually, after which a PDI is created by averaging over the ensemble. This process is then repeated for the full sweep, creating PDIs at the set step size. The amount of frames taken for each ensemble depends on the speed of motorized stage, as it influences the distance between the acquisition of successive beamformed frames and therefore the amount of shared content between them, as was discussed at length in Part I of this paper.

III. SWEPT-3D FUNCTIONAL ULTRASOUND

A. Swept-3D fUS Validation

To validate the swept-3D method on a functional recording, a series of simple visual stimulation experiments were performed while the motorized stage was translated over the brain at varying speeds. As mentioned in Section II-A, the speed at which the motorized stage moves back-and-forth over the brain influences the sampling at each location as well as the resulting quality of the PDIs. While a slow translation speed is desired for high SNR PDIs, a fast translation speed is desired for better sampling of the functional fluctuations. Nunez-Elizalde et al. [11] mentioned that the fUS signal strongly correlates with the slow, <0.3 Hz fluctuations in the local firing rate, and Bertolo et al. [7] advised that while quickly scanning the brain for fUS, a volume sampling frequency of at least 0.4 Hz was recommended, which is equal to performing one full sweep in at most 2.5 seconds. Bertolo et al. were limited by having to start and stop the motorized stage to perform a stationary acquisition for every slice, which limited either the number of scanned slices or the volume rate.

By continuously moving over the brain, we are able to achieve high volume rates while still being able to reconstruct PDIs at small spatial intervals. A functional recording was performed in the setup shown in Figure 3 A, where a 3 Hz blinking white light LED was shown on the left side of the mouse during intervals over a 180 second recording. The blinking LED was activated for a time chosen randomly between 6 and 12 seconds, followed by an off-period chosen randomly between 15 and 20 seconds to minimize the predictability of the stimulus for the mouse and improved functional signal decoupling from periodic physiological induced signals. The blinking frequency of 3 Hz was chosen as this was shown to elicit a strong functional response in a previous study [26], and falls in line with typical values used such as 5 Hz [8] and 4 Hz [7]. The same functional paradigm was repeated while the motorized stage was set to oscillate from the back of the TPX window to the front with three different sine periods of 5, 3, and 2 seconds (resulting in a volumetric volume-rate of 2.5, 1.5, and 1 second per volume).

The resulting functional maps for each of the speeds are shown in Figure 4 A-C respectively. Figure 4 A shows two PDIs reconstructed at two different locations along the mouse brain for a sine period of 5 seconds (creating a volume every 2.5 seconds). For every pixel of each PDI, the time-series is correlated with the known applied stimulation paradigm and the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) is overlaid on the PDIs.

For each of the overlaid functional maps shown in this paper, the lower threshold of the image was set to the activation that was considered significant, which corresponded to a pixel value greater than \( 2\sigma \), where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of all the functional pixel values of the bottom 30\% of the functional image (containing a combination of non-functional pixels inside and outside of the brain), inspired by previously shown methods [1], [26], [27].

To display the temporal component of the functional signal, the sum is taken over the temporal signals of each functionally significant pixel (pixel value $> 2\sigma$), each weighted by multiplying it by the corresponding functional pixel value. The resulting array is then divided by the sum of all functionally significant pixels.

The calculated temporal signal for the significant functional pixels, together with the stimulus signal are shown on the right for each of the two locations. Here we can see that the PDI signal follows the applied stimulation paradigm, even though at times only 2 samples are available during a stimulation-on period. For the reconstruction of these PDIs, the stationary components were mostly filtered out resulting in good quality PDIs. Figure 4 B-C show the same for sine periods of 3 seconds (volume rate of 1.5 seconds per volume), and 2 seconds (volume rate of 1 second per volume). While the temporal sampling shown in Figure 4 C is the highest, the quality of the PDIs is significantly deteriorated causing a lower functional sensitivity.

B. Functional Ultrasound

1) Visual Stimulation Paradigm: While the stimulation paradigm described in Section III-A used a single LED shown on the left side, a new and more complex paradigm was created using two LEDs placed in front of the mouse on the left and right side, at about 10 cm distance and 45 degrees. The initial experiment also only used LEDs at 100\% brightness, so in this
new paradigm we decided to vary the brightness for each ON period. A third LED was added at a distance of 30 cm directly in front of the mouse, emitting a constant, low brightness white light to suppress effects from light reflections in the setup.

A blinking LED stimulation paradigm was created using MATLAB. The stimulation ON duration was set to 5 seconds for every ON period, this allows us to split our functional signal into separate epochs for the left and right LED as well as individual LED brightness levels so that we can investigate each paradigm separately. The inter-stimulus-interval (ISI) which denotes the time between the end of the last ON-period and the start of the next ON-period, was picked randomly to be between 10 and 16 seconds for every interval. A weighting was applied for a higher chance of having lower ISIs to increase the number of repetitions possible in the recording. During the ON-periods one of the two LEDs (either right or left) was set to blink at 3 Hz, where the brightness of the LED was selected randomly between 4 values: 0% (OFF), 25%, 50%, and 100% of the maximum brightness value. The total recording duration was set to 20 minutes, to allow for enough repeats of each of the different LED brightness’.

An example of the first 5 minutes of a stimulation paradigm are shown in Figure 5 showing for the left and right LEDs which brightness was presented during the recording and the data was stored for post-processing.

2) Swept-3D Visual Stimulation Results: For every mouse \((n = 5)\) a functional Swept-3D recording of 20 minutes was performed followed by a single stationary recording at a location towards the posterior of the craniotomy, where the superior colliculus (SC) and VISp were thought to be present. For each, the same visual functional paradigm was presented during the recording and the data was stored for post-processing.

For the swept-3D recording, the transducer was set to move back-and-forth over the mouse brain from just over craniotomy...
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Fig. 7. Swept-3D visual stimulation fUS, where only the PDI is shown for the slice reconstructed closest to the stationary recording shown in Figure 6. The exact same processing was applied as in the previous stationary example, showing that as the LED brightness was increased, the response increased contra-laterally for both the left and right LED stimulation, similar to what was shown in the stationary example. The number of samples obtained during each stimulation epoch is significantly reduced using the swept-3D method when compared to the stationary recording. The white bar overlaid on the PDI indicates a distance of 1 mm.

For recordings using this updated stimulation paradigm it was less intuitive to use the PCC to calculate functional activation, as a single recording contains multiple different stimuli presented to the mouse in a randomized order. Therefore, the PDI signal over time was split into short time-series, or epochs, for each of the different LED locations and intensities, allowing for approximately 9 repeats of every combination. Every epoch consisted of the time-series starting from 8 seconds before the onset of the visual stimulation, till 15 seconds after the onset. The ratio between the on and off periods was calculated by averaging the PDI signal during the ON period for every pixel (from 0 to 5 seconds), subtracting the baseline value (average PDI value between -8 to 0 seconds, and 6 to 15 seconds) and dividing by the baseline value, referred to as the delta intensity or Delta I. The t - 8 was chosen as the start of the baseline as there were at least 10 seconds between the end of the last stimulation-on period and the current one. The same applies for the baseline after the current 5 second on period, where t + 6 was chosen with a safety margin for the HRF to return to baseline, and t + 15 is the maximum time before the next stimulation-on could appear. Every Delta I image of dimensions (nz, nx) was grouped with the ~ 9 intensity maps created during the same stimulus intensity and location, and the median absolute deviation (MAD) was calculated between the stack of Delta I images, and two images with the highest MAD were removed, after which the average Delta I image was created by averaging over the remaining ~ 7 frames. The Delta I image was then overlaid on the gray scale PDI reconstructed for that location.

The results for the stationary recording are shown in Figure 6 for the left and right side visual stimulation. For each column, the LED brightness is shown as a percentage of the maximum value on the top. For visualization, the z-score is calculated for the functional temporal signal of every
epoch, calculated using the same method as described for the PCC in Section III-A. These weighted temporal signals are then averaged to show how the signal changes when the stimulus is presented to the mouse, and is displayed under every corresponding PDI. Functional activation appears contra-laterally in both the VISp and SC, for both the left and right LEDs. We can see that when the brightness was set to 0\%, used as a control, no response was present during the onset of the visual stimulation. As the brightness was increased the response also increased, and most likely saturated between the 50\% and 100\% of the maximum LED brightness level.

The results for a swept-3D fUS recording, using the same visual stimulation paradigm are shown in Figure 7. As expected, due to the volume rate of 1.5 seconds per volume, a lot less samples are acquired for each location when compared to the stationary recording shown in Figure 6. However, the VISp and SC still appear as functional regions in the \(\Delta f\) overlay, and the same trend of increasing \(\Delta f\) for increasing LED brightness can be found for both the left and right LED.

This functional paradigm was repeated for \(n = 5\) mice, where a stationary recording was performed right after the swept-3D functional recording. A PDI was reconstructed for the swept-3D method at the location closest to the stationary recording, and the same processing as discussed in Section III-B.2 was performed on both the stationary and swept-3D data to create a \(\Delta f\) overlay, where the brightness levels of 25\%, 50\%, and 100\% were combined to increase functional sensitivity. The results are shown in Figure 8 for both the left and right side visual stimulations.

The advantage of the swept-3D technique is that, unlike for a single stationary recording, these functional activity maps can be created for the full brain using this single recording.
middle ground. A larger study was conducted on the HR in the Doppler signal so it is important to find a good speed (Figure 4). We showed that while sweeping over the initial images, the viability of swept-3D fUS by using a LED was placed on the left and right sides of the mouse, and a high speed, so that every location in our 3D volume was achieved by sweeping back and forth over the brain at a speed of 60 mm/s.

For the recording shown in Figure 7, a PDI is reconstructed every 200 µm starting from the most posterior slice towards the most anterior slice and shown in Figure 9. The step-size of 200 µm was chosen purely for convenience to display the results, as the distance between successive beamformed frames is much lower. For each reconstructed PDI the same processing was performed as in the previous figure, except the ΔI images from LED brightness levels of 25%, 50%, and 100% were combined to increase the functional sensitivity, resulting in a single overlaid ΔI image for every PDI. This gives us volumetric fUS using a continuously moving linear stage, while only performing a single functional recording.

IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper was to perform volumetric fUS using a continuously moving 1D-array ultrasound transducer. This was achieved by sweeping back and forth over the brain at a high speed, so that every location in our 3D volume was sampled at a high enough rate to accurately sample the hemodynamic response (HR) to our visual stimulation paradigm. We initially demonstrated the viability of swept-3D fUS by using a simple visual stimulation paradigm and varying the trajectory speed (Figure 4). We showed that while sweeping over the brain slowly is beneficial for the PDI SNR and clutter filtering properties, higher translation speeds allow for better sampling of the HR in the Doppler signal so it is important to find a good middle ground. A larger study was conducted on 5 mice using a more complex visual stimulation paradigm, where a LED was placed on the left and right sides of the mouse, and the brightness was altered between 0% (OFF), 25%, 50%, and 100% of the maximum brightness value of the LED (Figure 5). Results from our swept-3D method were compared to stationary recordings in Figures 6 and 7, where both methods showed higher functional responses as the brightness level was increased. For Figure 8, the Doppler signal of brightness values of 25%, 50%, and 100% were combined to increase functional sensitivity, after which our swept-3D method was compared to a stationary recording for n = 5 mice. While the results of our method were comparable to the stationary recording for the PDI reconstructed closest to the location of the stationary recording, our swept-3D method is able to reconstruct volumetric 3D fUS using a single functional recording (Figure 9).

The goal of using the visual stimulation paradigm shown in Section III-B.1 was to be able to show the influence of LED brightness on functional activation. The first issue we encountered was that the light of the LEDs caused reflections in the enclosure, causing activation in the ipsilateral side of the brain. This effect was minimized by adding tubes to the LED that kept the light more focused. In addition, a third LED was added directly in front of the mouse with a constant, but low brightness level to apply a constant low-level stimulation, and therefore decrease the significance of the reflections.

Previous studies using fUS typically relied on sensory stimuli lasting for tens of seconds [7], [9], [26]. Here, we wanted to know whether our swept-3D technique is able to record neurovascular signals associated with much shorter stimuli, for which reason we present visual stimuli for 5 s.
In these periods, we observed - in both the stationary and swept-3D functional recordings - a fast increase in the power Doppler signal, followed by a rapid decay. Such kinetics are in line with the fast adaptation observed in electrophysiological recordings made in the superior colliculus during a prolonged stationary visual stimulus [28]. We conclude, therefore, that swept-3D recordings faithfully represent the neural signal with a relatively high temporal resolution.

Some of our swept-3D recordings appear to have significant motion artefacts, causing a significant portion of the image to be highly correlated with the stimulus, such as during the right side visual stimulation of mouse 4 in Figure 8, which could also potentially be solved by increasing the stimulation on and off periods. As shown in Figure 1, the brain regions related to the visual stimulation paradigm are close to the caudal edge of the sweeping trajectory, and even extend beyond the limits of a common craniotomy. The sampling of our swept-3D method is more irregular towards the trajectory boundaries, potentially negatively impacting our functional sensitivity for the visual areas. Extending the craniotomy further caudally could lead to complications during surgery due to the large superficial sinus vein, and therefore was not performed for this study.

In this paper we show 3D fUS on the mouse brain, as due to the small organ size, it is well suited for performing fast sweeps over it. Translating the linear sweep geometry to the human brain will likely become impractical using the current implementation due to the increased surface and curvature in a clinical setting, which will require additional solutions to maintain proper acoustic coupling along the linear translation trajectory. In addition, clinical transducers are typically larger and heavier than those used on the mouse brain, and the aperture does not fully cover the lateral expanse of the brain as is often the case with the mouse brain. A more suited direction could be the use of fanning beams such as provided by fast tilting acoustic reflectors are used to scan the area as is often the case with the mouse brain. A more suited direction could be the use of fanning beams such as provided by fast tilting acoustic reflectors are used to scan the area.

In conclusion, for Part II of this paper we focus on creating PDIs with the highest functional sensitivity while scanning the brain in a swept fashion. We achieved this by translating the ultrasound transducer at a speed high enough to accurately sample the variations in Doppler signal due to an applied visual stimulation for every location along the motorized stage's trajectory, while moving slow enough to allow for good clutter filtering and averaging, and therefore good quality PDIs. Swept-3D fUS provides us with a method to perform volumetric fUS imaging of a mouse brain in a cheap and efficient manner.
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